
SCRATCH EXERCISES

LESSON 1 – RANDOM ART! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Backdrop:!
Blank!!
Sprites:!!

 x 6 (hidden)!!
Code (for each sprite):!! !!!! !!!!! !!!!! !!!!
Notes: !
You will get a different result from this program every time you run it. To speed up the program, 
select “turbo mode” under the “edit” menu.  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runs code

––– !

––– !

––– !!
––– 

starts us out with a clean stage

raises the pen so that we don’t draw a line when moving the sprites
moves the sprites to the center
puts the pen down so we can draw
keeps the program running until the stop sign is clicked

moves the sprite to a random x direction (left/right)

moves the sprite 1000 times before changing to a new color

moves the sprite to a random y direction (up/down)

moves the sprite back onto the stage if it tries to leave

changes the color of the pen to a new random color



LESSON 2 - WINTER DOG ANIMATION!!!!!!! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Backdrop:!!!!!!!
Sprites:!!!!!!!
Code [           ]:!! !!!! !!!!! !!!
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2nd layer

front layer

4th layer

3rd layer

runs code for Dog2 sprite when flag is clicked
moves dog to front layer
moves dog to second layer
repeats the code below until stop sign is clicked
repeats the dog’s walking motion a random number of times
keeps the dog from walking off the screen 
moves the dog 10 steps forward
switches to next dog costume (to animate the motion)
waits .2 seconds before moving dog and changing costume back

dog stops moving for .7 seconds
dog barks



Code [              ]:!!!!!!!!!
Code [           ]:!! !!!!!!
Code [           ]:!! !!!!!!!
Code [           ]: 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runs code for Snow sprite when flag clicked
moves Snow to front layer
moves Snow to fourth layer

runs code for Tree 1 sprite when flag clicked
moves Tree 1 to front layer

runs code for Tree 1 sprite when flag clicked
moves Tree 2 to front layer
moves Tree 2 to third layer

runs code for snowflake sprite when flag clicked
hides snowflake until it begins to fall
moves snowflake to a random x (left/right) position at top of screen
waits random number of seconds (so snowflakes don’t all fall at once)
shows snowflake
activates “fall” code blocks 
make a copy of the snowflake (after finished falling)

defines snowflakes “fall” function (use “More Blocks” to create)

repeat code below 60 times 
rotate the snowflake 30°
move snowflake random amount in -y (down) direction

move snowflake random amount in -x (left) direction

wait random time before repeating



!!!!!!!! !! !!!!!!!!!!! !! !!!!!!!!
Notes: !
You will have to draw the snow by joining a white circle with a white rectangle.!!
Be sure to set the dog’s rotation style to horizontal (       ), to prevent the dog from bouncing at 
weird angles. Click the ‘i” button on the dog sprite for this setting. !!
Each snowflake uses the same code. Duplicate the snowflake sprite once you have all the code 
in place, and you will copy the code with it.!!!
Make it better: !
Think about ways to make this animation better. You could add a snowman sprite or some  
holiday music. You could also do a special holiday message. With Scratch, you can animate 
words and letters since Scratch has sprites for each letter of the alphabet.!!
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runs code to “melt” out-of-place snowflakes 
repeat code until stop sign is clicked

checks to see if snowflake is too far left or too low

hides snowflakes that are too far left or too low

defines how snowflake copies will act (same as regular snowflakes) 

hides snowflake until it begins to fall
moves snowflake to a random x (left/right) position at top of screen

waits random number of seconds (so snowflakes don’t all fall at once)

shows snowflake
activates “fall” code blocks 
creates copy of itself

“melts” out-of-place snowflake clones 
repeats code until stop sign is clicked

checks to see if snowflake is too far left or too low

hides snowflakes that are too far left or too low



LESSON 3 – MAZE GAME! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Backdrops:! !!!!!!
Sprites:! !!!!!!
Code [        ]:!!
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runs code for starfish sprite when flag clicked

switches starfish to worried expression (starfish-b)

moves the starfish into his starting position

defines what happens when up arrow is pressed
plays “pop” sound 
moves starfish in the +y direction (up)
senses whether starfish touches maze lines

if starfish is touching line, moves starfish in -y direction (down)



!!!!!!!
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defines what happens when down arrow is pressed
plays “pop” sound 
moves starfish in the -y direction (down)
senses whether starfish touches maze lines

if starfish is touching line, moves starfish in +y direction (up)

defines what happens when left arrow is pressed
plays “pop” sound 
moves starfish in the -x direction (left)
senses whether starfish touches maze lines

if starfish is touching line, moves starfish in +x direction (right)

defines what happens when right arrow is pressed
plays “pop” sound 
moves starfish in the +x direction (right)
senses whether starfish touches maze lines

if starfish is touching line, moves starfish in -x direction (left)

runs code that defines winning and losing when flag clicked

keeps playing game until starfish senses its castle

senses whether starfish touches an enemy

adjusts volume for sound effect (trumpet)
plays “losing” sound effect
returns starfish to starting position

plays “Ta Da” sound effect 
broadcasts “you win” message to backdrops and other sprites

defines actions that happen when “you win” message is received

switches to “Winner!” backdrop
changes to happy starfish costume (starfish-a)
moves starfish to new position
repeats starfish turn 72 times (2 360° rotations)
turns starfish 10 degrees 



Code [             ]:! !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!
Code [             ]: 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waits for “you win” signal

hides shark when signal received

runs shark code when flag clicked

shows the shark (after he’s been hidden in a previous game)

moves the shark into his starting position
selects the costume for shark to move right
repeats the shark’s movement until the game ends
moves the shark to the right (over 5 seconds)
switches to shark’s left-facing costume
moves the shark to the left (over 5 seconds)
switches to shark’s right-facing costume

defines crab’s “pinch” function (use “More Blocks” to create)

switch to “crab-b” costume (open claws) 

wait .5 second
switch to “crab-a” costume (closed claws) 

runs crab code when flag clicked

shows the crab (after he’s been hidden in a previous game)
moves the crab into his starting position
selects the costume for crab’s starting position (claws closed)
repeats the crab’s movements until the game ends
moves the crab to the left (over 2 seconds)
activates “pinch” code blocks
moves the crab to the right (over 2 seconds)
activates “pinch” code blocks

moves the crab up (over 2 seconds)
activates “pinch” code blocks
moves the crab down (over 2 seconds)
activates “pinch” code blocks



Code [             ]:! !!!!!!!
Notes: !
You’ll need to make a new costume for the shark to face next. You can do this by copying the 
right-facing shark and then flipping it using the “flip left-right” button at the top of the drawing 
area.!!!
Make it better: !
How could you make this game more fun? Here are a few ideas: See what happens if you make 
the shark and crab move faster or you change the directions they move. Add an animation to 
make the shark bite the starfish if touched. Put a time limit on the game using the “timer” (look 
for it in the sensing blocks). 
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runs stage code when flag clicked

switches backdrop to maze


